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About This Game

The CORE, a private research station, 2352. Celebrity scientist Jonathan Campbell awakens to this fallen utopia and must
search for his loved ones - with the help of L, a mysterious companion.

The Mind's Eclipse is a science-fiction visual novel featuring hand-drawn scenes in black and white, and emotional narrative-
driven gameplay. Players will uncover the mystery of the Eclipse and its side-narratives by exploring, searching through logs and

journals, and piecing together what happened to the CORE whilst searching for Jonathan's family.
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The Game

An interactive fiction in stark black and white, with morally gray characters

With the help of a mysterious companion, explore a fallen utopia in search for your loved ones and uncover the mystery
of the Eclipse

Piece together what led to the CORE's fall from journals and chat logs

No dating? No Problem. Every environment is interactive, pulling the player into a science fiction world worth exploring

Beware COSy

The Mind’s Eclipse is a phenomenal visual novel that’ll pull you in and quickly ensnares you in its story, full of strange characters
and stranger settings. You’ll be confronted with some very heavy and at times disturbing situations surrounding the concepts of

morality, immortality and technology, all conveyed spectacularly in striking black and white in a wonderfully realized world rich
with history. If you are at all a fan of classic hard science fiction, this should be a “must buy” for your collection. - IndieHangover
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I don't understand how this is rated so highly, the two best parts about this is the fast download to see what it is thanks to the
small file which leads to the second best part being the small file size which makes it take less than a second to remove from my
computer.

I must be spoiled after football manager 2015, this is just terrible. I can't even create a tactic, you have to select from the
defaults... unless you have to pay money to create your own tactics or something. I love runing false nine and registas but I can't
do that here, I can't do anything here but what the game wants me to do so screw this.. This is quite a unique brawler to say the
least.
There is something very satisfying about stealing your opponents leg and beating them with it.

It's a great couch game to play with friends.
I recommend giving it a try.

On a side note, it also works well on Linux when running it with Steam Play \/ Proton.
Just make sure you set -screen-width and -screen-height in the launch options, otherwise it'll set the screen res to 10x10 ;). Fun
idea and premise. My only complaint is the game won't let me name my arcade whatever I want. Keeps telling me the
neighborhood won't like it.

If I choose to name my arcade "SEXY TIME" thats my decision. Don't tell me how to run my arcade, game!. I started playing
this on a whim, nearly put it down again, but decided to stick it through. I'm glad I did! While the opening sets up some kind-of
tired horror tropes, the more you explore, the more you get the opportunity to experience some genuinely fun and interesting
mechanics. I don't want to spoil anything, but there's a lot more to this game than just exploring a spooky house while being
chased like a ghost. In true lovecraftian tradition, there's a depth to this game beyond what you see on the surface. Definitely
worth checking out if you're into horror!. I laughed like madman at jokes and trully enjoyed the daily routine of school
hooligans.
But there is something more in it - struggling of clever, but young and inexpirienced men to understand the life and their place
in it.

This game is amazing.
But too short.. Recommend strongly for those who like management and economy games like Tropico, but several times more
in-depth than Tropico. If you want to build something you don't just need workers, as in Tropico, but also all the materials
produced yourself or bought and then transported from storages to the build-sites. This includes roads and tracks if you'd like.
OR, you can pay for everything and have it built lightning fast.

The game is a learning by doing experience and each and everyone may have their own solutions to things. For example, I have
learned to appreciate aggregate storages and a heavy focus on trains, although I constantly have to struggle with the trains
pathfinding and rebuild tracks because they for some reason sometimes do not connect correctly according to my trains.
Another anomaly I found was that trains from one depot in the network just refuse to go to certain stations from that depot, but
from other depots they do not complain. There might be a junction anomaly somewhere, but where I think the AI have a
problem, the train can pass through without any problems from other depots.

Be sure to have patience and an inquisitive and problem solving mindset when playing this game (in this state) or you will get
frustrated and angry with the game by things like those I mentioned above. But I have no doubt these issues will be fixed in
time.

For being a game in alpha it is very playable. Sure, there are some quirks and annoyances that have to be ironed out, but it is still
a work in progress.

As a final note, this is the kind of game that I always dreamt about. A big thank you to the developer from me.. I have rarely
regretted a purchase so thoroughly as I regret my decision to purchase World of Subways 4. I hadn't played any of the previous
3 games in this franchise, but I was drawn in by the appeal of, ostensibly, a realistic subway simulation that highlighted the
neighborhoods and infrastructure of New York City along the 7 line.
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Instead, this game delivers on virtually none of its promises other than the actual simulated act of driving a subway train. The
sound in the simulation is poor, the character animations are abysmal (1990's-era tech), and the voices in the game are so
horrible they could have been featured in a grade-schoolers' YouTube video. And to top it off, the on-screen text (mission
briefings, descriptions, etc.) are extremly poorly translated into English.

Don't purchase this game. You'll regret it, as I do.. It's good for achievements if you collect them.
Wanted to say: it's an average clicker game, but no.
Click evade box, click target box and wish good luck.

There's no gameplay at all.. Good game. Relaxing and funny.
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You gotta get and play all InvertMouse's games.. Im loving this game, its one of the few VR games i keep coming back to at the
moment.

The graphics are great, the slow-mo is excellent, i love throwing out a light-grenade, hitting slow mo as it passes by an enemy
and then shooting at it. The super slow-mo explosion looks beautiful and blasts enemies all over the room.

The music is excellent, some dirty electronic dubstep nonsense but really gets you pumped while everythings kicking off.

Its only good in short bursts though. This isnt Skyrim, its a quickfire, loud & fast (and slow) shooter, maybe 2\/3 goes tops
before the repitition sets in, but it sticks with you.. 30 mins later i'll want to play it again to try and beat my score. Its also a great
party game, i've had a few people come round to play and trying to beat eachothers score was great fun.

I look forward to future content, at the moment its a bit limited, one gun, one level, one enemy... But the mechanics are
absolutely solid. With more content this game could be great. Recommended.. this game is awesome... if you dont like it, your
not a real D&D enthusiast.... I think ive played enough of this game to give a decent review

The game its self is so nostalgic because i grew up with digimon and its really diffrent from mmos like WoW and all the others
because your not the one really fighting its your digimon all you do is control his digivolution and skills but when you reach
mega form you become really OP and all the stuff you can buy with real money is so cheap not like WoW where everything is
like 24$ most of the time its 5$

Ok so there was the good stuff about the game now on to the bad stuff

Egg system the way you get other digimon fu***** sucks you sit there for 2 hours just to get 1 classic agumon egg and to make
it harder you need data for the digimon type if it dragon type dragon data and you need to use it 3 times but each data input is
like 10 thats why is use the cash shop

Jogress like what were you thinking devs and why make it that if you want a permanent jogress you need 700 reward coins so
thats like what you need to play for over a year and theres a series of torture quests just to unlock one jogress like omegamon

but other then that i vote this as a must play
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. I was going to demo this for 5 minutes before bed. An hour an a half later I'm finally doing so. Didn't realize I'd be hooked so
fast. It's a nice little game to keep yourself occupied with.. Really awesome game every trumper there like it now.
. During third rail operation there is no more loco sound. No cooler fan, no traction equipment, nothing. Okay otherwise. Too
expensive, but that goes for most TS 2016 DLC.
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